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Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.0.36 – 9.9.2008 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to E-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

o New support for full advice cases 
o New product providers: 

o AEGON Scottish Equitable International 
o Invesco Perpetual 
o Key Data 

o New support for: 
o Director Share Protection and Partnership Protection  
o Key Person Protection for companies and partnerships 

o Improved context sensitive reasons for Cofunds as a product provider 
o Improved options for referral requests in closing part of suitability report 
o New automated risk warning for regular withdrawals from investment bonds 
o Correction to maximum income draw down percentage for ASP pensions 
o Improved text to explain trust recommendations for protection plans 
o Minor layout corrections 

 
 
New support for full advice cases 
Previously, e-Suitability offered support exclusively for limited advice cases in reaction to the 
reality this route is used exclusively by nearly all advisers, many of whom operate in highly 
ethical businesses.  We recognise that a full advice option should now be included in the 
interests of completeness. 
 
The selection appears in the opening section as shown below. 
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If “limited advice given” is selected, the following text will be inserted: 
 

 
 
If “full advice given” is selected, the following text will be inserted: 
 

 
The included default text is coloured green.  It is editable and is designed to limit, to an optimal 
extent, the effort needed to complete any necessary editing. 
 
 
New product providers 
In response to user requests, we are pleased to announce inclusion of 3 new product providers: 

o AEGON Scottish Equitable International 
o Invesco Perpetual 
o Key Data 
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Further additions of mainstream product providers will be made “on demand” from users. 
 
 
 
New support for Director Share Protection and Partnership Protection 
We are pleased to announce new support within e-Suitability for a large range of corporate 
protection cases.  This is a significant upgrade to the reach of e-Suitability content.  This new 
support is available for the following need areas: 

o Protection – death only 
o Protection – death or earlier critical illness 
o Protection – critical illness only 
o Protection – multicover 

Support is given for the following products: 
o Level Term Assurance 
o Whole of Life 
o Multicover products where Level Term Assurance and Whole of Life components 

are selected 
 
 
If any of the above-mentioned need areas are selected, Director Share Protection or Partnership 
Protection may be accessed from the sub-need drop down menu as shown below. 
 

 
 
For partnership protection cases, the most common structure will be a set of plans arranged on 
an “own life” basis subject to a business trust with a supporting cross option agreement.  It is 
also feasible for the plan to be arranged on a “life of another” basis subject to a business trust 
with a supporting cross option agreement.  In both instances, the report should be addressed to 
the person who or group which proposed the plan.   
 
e-Suitability supports production of reports which are addressed to an individual partner or the 
partnership as a whole.   
 
For director share protection cases, the options for structuring the plan are a little more restricted 
than for partnership protection: the most common structure will be “own life” in the name of the 
insured director held subject to a business trust with a supporting cross option agreement. 
 
e-Suitability supports production of reports which are addressed to an individual director or the 
company.  If you wish to address an e-Suitability report to a company, this may be done by 
creating a new client in the normal way.  The example new client input screen below shows how 
you may enter a company as a new client.   
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Specimen suitability reports in these new areas accompany these release notes. 
 
 
New support for Key Person Protection for companies and partnerships 
We are pleased to announce new support within e-Suitability for key person cover as a form of 
corporate protection.  This new support is available for the following need areas: 

o Protection – death only 
o Protection – death or earlier critical illness 
o Protection – critical illness only 

Support is provided for the following products: 
o Level Term Assurance 
o Whole of Life 

 
If any of the above-mentioned need areas are selected, Key person protection may be accessed 
from the sub-need drop down menu as shown below. 
 

 
 
Notice that the area is broken down further to cover situations where the intent is to cover 
outstanding loans or more generally the loss of employment services of an individual key person 
– such losses affecting profits of the business. 
 
Specimen suitability reports in these new areas accompany these release notes. 
 
 
Improved context sensitive reasons for Cofunds and Fidelity Fund Supermarket as a 
product provider 
Previously, in all cases, the following text would be inserted to explain the choice of Cofunds or 
Fidelity Fund Supermarket as a product provider.   
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This text is less appropriate when not recommending a new or transferred Stock and Shares 
ISA.  Now, e-Suitability has been modified so that reference to ISAs is omitted when 
recommending a product other than a Stocks and Shares ISA.  The new text in such situations 
is: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Improved options for referral requests in closing part of suitability report 
With effect from the e-Suitability release number 1.0.31 published on 10.7.2008, support has 
been given to omit or include text to request referrals.  Now, the options have been extended 
further by offering two choices of text for advisers who wish to finish a suitability report with a 
referral request. 
 

 
 
Selecting, “include long request referrals” will insert the previously available text as follows: 
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Selecting, “include short req for referrals plus bus card” will insert the following new text: 
 

 
 
 
New automated risk warning for regular withdrawals from investment bonds 
With the last e-Suitability paragraph library release, limited support was given to document 
regular withdrawals.  Recommending withdrawals immediately following investment brings about 
increased advice risk because of the possibility of exacerbating early withdrawal charges, 
taxation, or possibly incurring extra unwarranted initial charges.  To counteract these risks,  
e-Suitability now includes additional automated text whenever bond withdrawals are selected at 
the “add contract” stage as shown below. 
 

 
 
Having selected a withdrawal amount, additional text is automatically included near to the head 
of the recommendation which includes an insertion point to state the reason for including 
immediate withdrawals.  An example follow. 
 

 
 
Near to the tail of the recommendation text additional risk warning text is included as follows: 
 

 
This is followed by selectable text to warn of the possible adverse tax and charges effects the 
withdrawals may have.  The most commonly used selection will be, “withdrawals trigger no tax 
or penalties” 
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Selecting “withdrawals trigger no tax or penalties” causes the following text to appear: 
 

 
 
Selecting “withdrawals trigger penalties but no tax” causes the following text to appear: 
 

 
 
Note that there is an insertion point, coloured red, where you should explain why the early 
encashment penalty is acceptable. 
 
Selecting “withdrawals trigger tax but no penalties” causes the following text to appear: 
 

 
 
Selecting “withdrawals trigger tax and penalties” causes the following text to appear: 
 

 
 
We anticipate the last selection choice will be used in rare cases as, in this scenario, an 
alternative investment medium would most likely be more suitable. 
 
Correction to maximum income draw down percentage for ASP pensions 
Previously, text to advise on ASP options misstated the maximum permitted withdrawals from 
age 75 to be 70% of the income you would receive if you purchased an annuity.  The incorrect 
figure appeared only in reports explaining the future options in relation to unsecured personal 
pension withdrawal cases.  
 
The maximum permitted withdrawals is, in fact, 90% and the corrected text is as follows: 
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Improved text to explain trust recommendations for protection plans 
Including commentary on trusts is an important part of explaining the suitability of a protection 
plan recommendation to a client and e-Suitability provides for automated inclusion of such text.  
Previously, the following text would be included for all protection plans excluding corporate 
protection, gift inter vivos and income protection: 
 

 
 
This would be followed by selectable text to explain the action to place the plan in trust or 
otherwise.   
 
Now, the text has been strengthened to enable a greater variety of recommendation scenarios 
can be automatically handled. 
 

 
 
The new text draws attention to the fact that it is generally not advisable to include the settlor as 
beneficiary under a family protection plan trust and makes it possible to more easily explain why 
a trust has not been recommended, for example where a joint life plan has been recommended 
to repay a joint mortgage liability.  The name, shown in blue text above, defaults to the name of 
the plan owner selected at the “add contract” stage although this can be edited to any other 
name or names as desired. 
 
As before, the new text is automatically included for all protection plan recommendations except 
for corporate protection, gift inter vivos and income protection plans.   
 
If the plan is to be placed into trust, an affirmative statement to this effect is automatically 
inserted.  If the plan is not to be placed into trust, an insertion point is provided for users to state 
the reason for not recommending a trust.  
 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.   
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New paragraph library 
If you have already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is assessable immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
 
What’s next 

• With Profits annuities. 
• More support for network fact find risk descriptions and risk profiling tools.  We aim next 

to include support for Watson Wyatt’s tool in E-Suitability.  
• Support for “mainstream” investment fund management houses as product providers for 

Stocks and Shares ISAs, Unit Trusts and OEICs and Investment Trusts. 
• A pre-sales version of all suitability reports. 
• Greater support for automated inclusion of text to document client “needs and demands”. 
• A new section on National Savings products – a respectable inclusion whenever you 

make a lump sum encashable investment recommendation.  This will be included as a 
new need area for ease of access.  


